Circadian rhythms in mouse blood coagulation.
The circadian clock, influencing many biological processes, has been demonstrated to modulate levels of specific coagulation factors, but its impact on the coagulation efficiency is unknown. In a mouse model, the authors evaluated the temporal variations in the initial rate of activated factor X (FXa) and thrombin generation. Upon coagulation activation through the FVIIa-TF pathway (extrinsic activation), both parameters showed rhythmic variations with a significant peak at ZT 12, the light-to-dark transition. In mice subjected to a 6-h delayed light-dark cycle, the peak was shifted as expected. These cyclic oscillations were also observed in constant darkness, thus demonstrating, for the first time, the existence of strong circadian rhythms of the initial rate of either FXa or thrombin generation activity levels. These circadian variations overlapped with those that have been recently described in factor VII (FVII) activity. The peak of FXa generation activity was simulated by the addition of purified human FVII, thus indicating that circadian variations in FVII activity are important determinants of the circadian rhythm of the procoagulant cascade efficiency. These findings help to elucidate the complex control on the coagulation process and might contribute in explaining the temporal variations in the frequency of cardiovascular events observed in humans.